The next step in our design is to develop a schematic. Most electrical designers and engineers define a schematic as a diagram that shows the various wiring conditions of a circuit. A control schematic is normally drawn in the form of a ladder, showing the various wiring conditions.

Electrical design drawing standards in the European Union

In the European Union, electrical design drawing standards are specified in a number of standards. These standards provide guidelines for the layout of electrical systems and the use of symbols to represent electrical components. Some examples of these standards include:

- IEC 60617:2018, which covers the graphic symbols used in electrical diagrams.
- IEC 62477, which covers the use of symbols in control and instrumentation diagrams.
- EN 60617, which covers the use of symbols in electrical diagrams.
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There are many software options available for creating electrical designs. Some popular options include:

- SmartDraw: This software provides a wide range of electrical symbols and templates, making it easy to create professional-looking designs.
- Visio: This software offers a wide range of tools for creating electrical diagrams, including symbols, connectors, and more.
- AutoCAD: This software is powerful and flexible, allowing designers to create highly detailed electrical designs.

Electronic Diagrams, Prints and Schematics

When reading and understanding an electronic diagram or schematic, it's important to have a basic understanding of the symbols used. Here are some key symbols and their meanings:

- The power symbol (a square with a line through it) represents the power source.
- The ground symbol (a double line) represents the ground connection.
- The resistor symbol (a zigzag line) represents an electronic component used to control the flow of current.
- The capacitor symbol (a zigzag line with a parallel line) represents a component used to store and release electrical energy.

There are many other symbols used in electronic diagrams, and it's important to be familiar with them in order to understand the design.

Standard Electrical Symbols for Electrical Schematic Diagrams

The standard electrical symbols used in schematic diagrams are specified in the IEC 60617 standard. These symbols are universally recognized and used in electrical designs around the world. Some examples of standard electrical symbols include:

- The power symbol (a square with a line through it)
- The ground symbol (a double line)
- The resistor symbol (a zigzag line)
- The capacitor symbol (a zigzag line with a parallel line)

Understanding these symbols is essential for creating and reading electrical designs.

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS DIAGRAMS

A diagram which shows, by means of graphic symbols, the electrical connections and functions of a specific circuit or device is called a schematic diagram. Schematic diagrams are used in electrical design to represent the electrical connections and functions of a system or device.
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Types of diagrams
- Equivalent circuit diagram
- Connection diagram
- Functional diagram
- Block diagram

Design of symbols
- Composite symbols

Marking and identification
- Machine name
- Device type
- Manufacturer
- Serial number

Types of electrical drawings and diagrams
- Electrical circuit diagrams
- Piping and instrumentation diagrams
- Electrical drawings
- Electrical schematics
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The use of symbols is one of the most important aspects of electrical engineering. The proper use of symbols is essential for the accurate and efficient design of electrical systems. Some common symbols used in electrical engineering include:

- The power symbol
- The ground symbol
- The resistor symbol
- The capacitor symbol

Understanding and using these symbols is essential for electrical engineers.

IEC schematic diagrams

General

With the increasing emphasis on globalization, many industries are now looking to all industries that use electricity. Since the electrical standards adopted by various nations may vary, the markings and symbols used in these industries vary as well.
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